
 

This software lets you use keyboard commands to quickly do a lot of things. You can define your own keyboard
commands and automate various tasks such as copying URLs, creating emails, and more. Main features: With
Keymacro, you can use a combination of keyboard shortcuts to control your Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox
browser, or you can create your own macros to perform many tasks. You can even assign specific keyboard shortcuts
for copying different data types from a web page or opening and saving a file. You may also define a new user-defined
keyboard shortcut to perform any task. Setting up your own shortcuts Keymacro provides a flexible solution for
managing your keyboard shortcuts. It lets you define new commands, assign them to any toolbar icon, and quickly
access them. You can also assign macros for actions such as copying data from a web page or taking screen shots from
a video. Keyboard shortcuts You can configure your keyboard shortcuts and use them to do whatever you need, such as
opening a folder or a program, copying or pasting data, or launching a specific program. Keymacro is a simple
application that lets you do a lot with the keyboard, so you don’t have to switch to the mouse. The application works
fine with all Windows versions, including the latest Windows 10. The new update of the software adds a tabbed
interface, which makes navigating through the program much faster. Bottom line This piece of software, a short
software for a long time, performs its job with minimal errors and doesn’t consume much system resources.
KEYBUILDER Description: This utility lets you create and edit documents and organize them. It offers you to use
Microsoft Word, OpenOffice, Google Docs, Apple Pages, or others. Main features: With Keybuilder you can
customize your favorite programs. If you are a Word user and you prefer working with the LibreOffice program, you
may be disappointed with the features that the new update offers. Keybuilder may be a complete alternative to
Microsoft Word, so you don’t have to bother with learning a new software every time you need to write a new
document. You may use any of the supported programs, with a combination of features and file formats. Keybuilder
includes a large set of features that let you use any of the supported programs to create and modify documents of any
file format. You can create documents in the following formats: PDF Microsoft Word DOCX Microsoft Word DOC
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- Option for drawing glow from an image. - Option to set glow color. - Option for fine adjustment of glow location. -
Option for allocating to separate luminance and difussion areas. - Option to use glow in luminance or difussion - Option
for save final image with glow applied to it. - Option for saving current image. - Lumiere can be configured to show
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luminance only, difussion only, - Luminance and difussion separately or luminance and difussion together. - Luminance
selection can be calculated or selected manually. - Difussion selection can be calculated or selected manually. -
Lumination can be saved or automatically applied to the current image. - Create files of any size you want. - Glow
shape and number of shapes can be adjusted as you like. - Glow size and its location can be adjusted as you like. - Glow
distribution can be adjusted as you like. - Glow size and color can be adjusted as you like. - Glow size and position can
be adjusted as you like. - Glow size, position and color can be adjusted as you like. - Luminance and difussion selection
can be adjusted as you like. - Luminance and difussion selection can be adjusted separately. - Glow can be added to any
selection you want. - Any number of luminance selections and difussion selections can be combined. - Glow shape can
be adjusted as you like. - Glow shape and size can be adjusted as you like. - Glow shape can be adjusted as you like. -
Glow shape and size can be adjusted as you like. - Glow shape and color can be adjusted as you like. - Glow size and
color can be adjusted as you like. - Luminance selections and difussion selections can be combined. - Glow can be
added to any luminance selection and difussion selection. - Any number of luminance selections and difussion
selections can be combined. - Luminance and difussion selections can be combined. - Glow can be added to any
luminance selection. - Glow can be added to any difussion selection. - Lumination can be saved for any selected
luminance and difussion selections. - Lumination can be saved for any luminance selection. - Lumination can be saved
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